
L-1 Lincoln’s letter - Abraham Lincoln 
 

 

1. According to the author in what areas of life is courage actually required? 

According to the author, courage is required in every area of life. He asks his son‟s 

teacher to give him the strength not to follow the crowd. He also wants his son to develop 

independent thinking. However, he requests his son‟s teacher to teach him the courage to 

be patient.             

 

2. “Nature is the best teacher” how does the author illustrate this view in his letter? 

While Lincoln tells his son‟s teacher to teach him the books, he also tells the teacher to 

give him  free time to study and enjoy the beauty of nature. According to Lincoln, we can 

learn many things from birds, sun and the mountains.  

 

3. What would the result of having sublime faith in oneself be? 

The result of having sublime faith in oneself be to have sublime faith in mankind.  

 

4. What does the author mean when he says it is far more honourable to fail than to cheat in 

school ?( Do you think one should cheat to avoid failure? why/why not) 

The author want to say that cheating is bad for students. With the help of cheating student 

may be able to pass one exam but he will fail in the long run. It is better to fail so that a 

person can prepare again and pass the exam.  

 

5. Why do you think the author writes such a letter to his son‟s teacher? 

In this letter, Lincoln does not write about only books and bookish knowledge. He wants 

his son‟s teacher to teach him important values of life such as courage, patience, bravery, 

truth, honesty, loyalty and self confidence.  

 

Short note 

 

Values the father expects the teacher to teach his son. 

 Through this letter, Lincoln wants his son‟s teacher to teach him values of life. 

 Every father wants his son to be brave, honest and successful. But these qualities 

are difficult to achieve. Everyone has to work hard to achieve these qualities. 

 Lincoln wants his son to develop independent and creative thinking. He should not 

imitate other blindly, but use his own wisdom in every situation of life. 

 Lincoln also wants his son to study not only books, but also the nature. 

 In the end, Lincoln wants his son to e loyal to the society and country.  



L-2 What We must Learn from the West - Narayana Murthy 
 

1. What attitudes do Indians have towards their families? 

Indians have strong and deep rooted family values. Parents look after their children and 

provide all the facilities. They give their children education and help them to settle in 

their life. On the other hand, children take care of their old parents. According to Indians 

marriage is a holy relationship between husband and wife.  

 

2. What does the author mean by „Contractual obligation‟? 

According to the author, contractual obligation means the conditions of a contact. The 

author wants to say that Indians must be loyal to the contracts and must not break its 

conditions. According to the author Indians must learn to respect the contract.  

 

3. Which come first- privileges or principles? Why? 

Principles must always come first and privileges the next. According to the author, we 

know our rights, but we do not fulfill our responsibilities honestly. He want to say that if 

we fail to accept our responsibility we will also lose our right very soon.  

 

4. What attitudes do Indians have towards their families? 

Indians have strong and deep rooted family values. Parents look after their children and 

provide all the facilities. They give their children education and help them to settle in 

their life. On the other hand, children take care of their old parents. According to Indians 

marriage is a holy relationship between husband and wife.  

 

Short- note 

 

What in your opinion, must India learn from the rest of the world? 

In my opinion, Indians must learn the following values from the West. 

• India must learn to respect and take care of the public places. We keep our homes neat 

and clean but we should also keep our public places clean. 

• Indians must start participating in community matters. They must try to solve the societal 

problems proactively and be loyal to the society.  

• Indians must appreciate and learn from other people and countries who are doing better 

than us. 

• Indians must learn to accept their responsibility and perform their duties honestly. 

• The west can also teach us the value of dignity of labour. We must treat all work equally 

and should not be ashamed of doing any work. 

• Professionalism and punctuality are also important values which every Indian must learn. 



L-3 Dabbawalas: Mumbai’s Best Managed business 

                                       -Ambrish Diwanji 
 

1. How are the dabbawallas of Mumbai recognized by the world? 

The dabbawallas of Mumbai became famous all over the world when BBC made a 

documentary on them in 1970s. Even prince Charles met them and showed interest in the 

dabbawallas when he visited India.  

 

2. How are the colours and code markings used for the delivery of the tiffin boxes? 

The dabbawallas use a unique pattern of colours and codes. These codes ad colours 

indicate the place from where a tiffin is to be collected, the station where it is to be 

unloaded and the office where it is to be delivered. For example, they use „A‟ for Andheri 

and „BO‟ for Borivali. 

 

3. What are the two secrets of the dabbawalla‟s unity? 

All the dabbawallas belong to the Pune region in Maharashtra. Most of them are related 

to each other. Not only that they also share similar customs and traditions and worship 

Vithoba deity of Pandharpur.  

 

4. How did the business of dabbawallas start? 

The business of dabbawalla started in 1890. during this time, many people from various 

parts of the country had started migrating to Mumbai. These people wanted homemade 

food in their offices. In this way, the business of dabbawalla started to meet the needs of 

customers.  

 

Short-note 

Distribution of tiffin boxes by the dabbawalla 

The dabbawalla provide the tiffin service to the pwople of Mumbai. There are 5000 people in 

this business who pick-up tiffin boxes from homes or caterers and deliver them to the various 

parts of the city. 

 

The tiffin boxes are collected from the houses and taken to the railway station. At the station 

boxes are sorted according to their destination stations. At each station the tiffin boxes are 

loaded and new tiffins are loaded for the next station.  

At each station, the boxes are again sorted as their specific locations and offices. These boxes 

are put in the reception of the offices by 12:30 PM. The empty tiffin boxes are picked up from 

the offices after few hours.                                                                     

 



L-4 Internet - Jagdish Joshi 
 

 

1. Why is it believed that the day of queues have gone? 

In the race of technology and companies are giving best services to their users. And 

almost all the airlines are providing advantages to their customer to buy the tickets online 

on internet. So people are no need to go to the agency or airline office. Money in your 

bank account is now same like money in your pocket. Yes you can login to your account 

and make online transactions either bank is open or close. If you have second hand or 

new bike, car, clothes, shoes, jewelry, mobile or laptop etc. You can place an add to 

website and easily can sell on reasonable price as compare to market. You can also buy 

same like this by contacting the selling person. 

 

2. How can you use Internet as a travelling guide? 

With the help of internet we can have the photograph, maps and location detail of the 

places to visit. Hotel booking and booking of tickets can be done online. We can get the 

idea about the place to see, to visit , to eat , to live etc. 

 

3. How can a person cheat you while chatting? 

During browsing the different websites in your browsers. Some scripts are automatically 

download and install itself automatically. Some of them are viruses and these viruses can 

damage your computer, laptop and mobiles very badly. Using of your account online may 

be chances of Hacking. Yes if you are using your account in mobile application and let 

suppose you lose mobile. The other person can easily transfer your money to any other 

account. 

 

4. What is RSI? What causes it?  

RSI- Repetitive Stress Injury. Waking up for long nights may disturbs your digestive 

system and weaken your eyesight. 

 

5. What is a cyber crime? Give examples of some cyber crimes. 

 Accounts Hacking 
Using of your account online may be chances of Hacking. Yes if you are using your 

account in mobile application and let suppose you lose mobile. The other person can 

easily transfer your money to any other account. 

 Data Stolen Chances 
Another big disadvantages of internet in points. If your computer is connected to the net, 

in this case hacker can come and stoles your file easily from your device. 

 



 Frauds 

Many peoples and website on Internet that are not real and not trusted. These are fake and 

can fraud you for money and other things. 

 Dark Web on Internet 
You will be surprise to hear that we are using only the 5% percent of website on net. And 

the remaining 95% web is hidden. Which are used by the government and for wrong 

purposes. On the dark web people can sell drugs, arms, hire killers and do all the illegal 

activities on dark web. So be careful and keep yourself far from these types of websites 

on net. 

 Governments Data and Files 

Enemy countries hire special hackers to steal the secrets file of government. These files 

may be the atomic codes, arms modules, drone designs and many other files like that are 

not secure in the presence of Internet. 

 Wrong News 

Some fake channels and website publish wrong news on net to get more views to become 

famous. So always use and watch the secure and trusted websites and channels. 

 

6. How  has internet made things easily accessible? 

with the help of internet we get information, do online works, discussions, e-mailing, 

video chatting, voice calling, social activities, news channels, online booking and many 

other hundred and thousand terms that we use  

 

Short note 

 

Precautions to be taken while using social networking sites. 

 

1. Never use the same passwords that you use at work on a social networking site.  

2. Limit usage of social networking sites to personal use only. Do not write about work 

issues. Always assume everyone in the world will be able to see what you‟re wr iting 

even if the site limits your post to your friends exclusively. And remember that the 

internet never forgets, especially with things like screenshots.  

3. Try to avoid mentioning where you work; so that if you mention something you 

thought innocent (but that might be valuable information for hackers) they will not 

know who to target. 

4. Be wary  of what you‟re posting, if you use your pet‟s name as a password anywhere 

do not post about it on your social networking sites naming it. 

5. Do not log on to your social network page from public computers where someone 

might have installed a key logger and would later get access to your credentials. The 

same goes for unsecured WiFi networks.  

6. Do not automatically trust that posts are from who they claim they are; if your 

workmate sends you a private message asking for some confidential information first 



verify that he/she did really send you that message as their account might have been 

compromised. 

7. Do not send confidential information through a social networking site even if someone 

who has legitimate access to that information asks you to. See point number 2.  

8. Beware of what links you click and what software you download and install. Do not 

trust links/software sent by your friends implicitly as they themselves might not be 

aware it includes malware or their account might have been compromised. 

9. Always be skeptical and wary. If someone asks to be friends on a social networking 

site and the profile appears to match a work mate, check personally with that person 

before accepting him as he could be an imposter. Also be sceptical of any offers or 

prizes you might have been told you won, they might actually be phishing attacks.  

Ensure your computer is up to date and has good antivirus protection; social 

networking sites are frequent targets of malware attacks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



L-1 My Lost Dollar- Stephen Leacock 
    

 

"My Lost Dollar " is a story narrated in first person by the author Stephen Leacock.   The one 

line summary is that he tries in many ways to get back that one dollar he lent his friend Todd for 

paying his taxi to go to Bermuda.   It is made to be funny by using exaggeration on the amount 

one dollar and on friendship.   There is humour made out in the efforts of the author, all efforts 

going in vain.  The author picked a tale of two friends who are found in common place. 

 

      The author lends one dollar to Todd in the name of friendship and in kind.  After Todd goes 

to Bermuda, he had not forgotten about it.  He expected Todd to return it as soon as he could.  

But Todd avoids it as if he had forgotten it.  After some days, Stephen gets a letter from Todd.  

He mentioned the temperature in Bermuda but not about the dollar.   

 

     When Todd returns to the town after three weeks and then Stephen meets Tedd at the railway 

station.  The author does not explicitly ask for the dollar.   Instead he puts in a word that they 

hire one taxi to go to Montreal.  Stephen said that to remind Todd about one dollar he paid for 

taxi ride to Bermuda.  Todd does not agree and then suggests that they walk.  So he did not get 

the hint of the author. 

 

    The entire evening they spent talking about Bermuda.  All that while Stephen expected Todd 

to remember the one dollar that he owed him.  But he did not explicitly mention that.  Perhaps it 

was the embarrassement in asking directly.  It could be that in friendship one should not 

explicitly ask money lent to friends and that too small amount like a dollar.   Perhaps it is a 

shame to ask directly. 

 

     Then he inquires about the currency in Bermuda and its value as compared to the American 

Dollar.  He expected that Todd would remember that one dollar.  Todd seemed to have 

forgotten about that dollar completely.  At dinner later, Todd says causually that Poland does 

not per her debts.   

 

    Finally Stephen gives up the dollar from Tedd.  He adds the name of Tedd to the list of 

people owing him one dollar and have forgotten about it.   Also, he gets a thought that just as 

Todd has forgotten to return one dollar, perhaps he himself also forgotten to  return money he 

borrowed from others.  He does not remember any names.  He wishes to start a Honesty 

Movement for paying those the odd dollars (small amounts) that he borrowed earlier.  Honesty 

is important.   The author leaves a final comment in humour that he did not want Todd to see 

the copy of the book with this story and read this story. 

 

    The moral of the story is that small or big, one should return the money owed to others.  That 

amount may be important for the lender.   Further, it gives a great pain to the lender, if the 

borrower totally forgets about money borrowed.  An honest man remembers the help done by 

friends. 

 



           L-2 A Snake in the Grass  -R. K. Narayan 
 

The story A snake in the Grass is a typical saga of the Indian middle class family. As usual 

taking the theme of his short stories the various forms of socio-economic problem and to mould 

the form, Narayan uses humours, motes and many other figures of speeches that enrich the story 

with tastes and tranquility. Most of his stories deal with different characters of the plebeians like 

profligacy, cheating, affectation, fatalism, superstition, squanders mania, superstiousness, and 

political duping etc. If the stories are forestalled one can discover so many things which have 

been clearly redolent. The author has made many shoddy affairs anew with a master hand so 

that the reader never feel uneasy repeatedly reading. His love for nature and friendship with the 

green world is hailed highly. In every story the author has added regional flavours to ramify its 

realism and picturesqueness. In this regard what is more significant is his strong insight into the 

realistic class theory. Especially he has dealt with the minds of the typical middle class citizens 

of Madras or Mysore. He has equated their environment of petty scoundrels who are out to 

cheat them, with the epicurism. Narayan writes about real experiences found in his native 

India.  His stories are filled with humorous anecdotes and irony.  The story  A snake in the 

Grass  is example of this type of writing. 

 

Story people in the household of  A snake in the Grass are gullible and victim to superstitious 

beliefs. It tells us about the ignorant and frenzied denunciation of hidebound critics and sham 

classic people. In his typically humorous style, R. K. Narayan has given us a slice of Indian 

small-town life. The family‟s agitation on hearing of the snake; the pompous, useless chatter of 

the neighbours; the transference of responsibility on to the servant; the servant‟s trick to get his 

own back; the credulous, God-fearing nature of the people—are conveyed in a deceptively 

simple and lucid style. The story starts suddenly before the gate of a house with the bell ringing 

of a cyclist the inmates of the house were not at all ready to receive the shocking announcement 

that a big cobra has got into your compound‟. The author has precipitated the crisis gradually in 

artful pattern. The actual trouble arose with Dasa the old servant of the house.  The neighbours 

of the house also took the situation very seriously. All of their curses fell upon the servant for 

his idleness of low degree. Here the author has brought into the dull fidelity of the servant most 

blameworthy. His idleness and feigning were the matters of much eloquence. The fellow really 

deserved scolding for his protracted abusing of duty and trying to steal a false excuse under the 

pretext of a grass-cutter. The surrounding was a vulnerable place only due to the negligence of 

his duty. It is significant that while Narayan shows the Indians as lazy, indolent and unable to 

handle a crisis swiftly and effectively, his attitude is tinged with affection and indulgence, 

which makes the caricatures extremely endearing.  
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In one sense, Dasa is really the only character in A snake in the Grass. The other people are 

secondary to his story except as their actions affect his life. The mistress of the house, as the 

person who makes it possible for  Dasa  to communicate with other people and who serves as 

the primary mediator between  Dasa  and the world, is the only other character that develops 

somewhat in the course of the narrative. Yet even she remains shadowy. 

 

These facts captured the mind of the mistress of the house distinctively and horrified. We return 

to the cobra affair soon after the end of the debate when the human faces anxiously searched for 

the reptile. They were aided with their conventional crude ammunition. We are not worried to 

see the gesture of the mother for the beggar from the urge of his supernatural belief. Read 

More Short StoriesThough it is superstitious yet this spiritual inclination of the mother 

signifies the pragmatic vision that created by the author who has eventually constituted a life 

more real to him. This is an Indian culture and belief to take natural forces as deity. By dint of 

this peculiarity the members of the family took the snake as God Subramanya. The snake 

visited the house to remind their promised Abhishekam, a religious rite. The post-lunch 

afternoon nap or siesta is suggestive of the slow paced Indian life. The hubbub on hearing of the 

snake‟s entry into the garden is set up as a deliberate contrast to highlight the earlier mood of 

relaxation and to make convincing the subsequent confusion and chaos. 

 

Even in the brief span of the short story, R. K. Narayan presents a memorable character in Dasa. 

He is a servant, but is not servile. He is not unduly disturbed by the chiding of his mistress and 

can hold his own against accusations of negligence. His ability to dupe his employers and their 

neighbours by pretending to catch the cobra in a water-pot is a humorous instance of how the 

low-born occasionally triumph over their superiors. He will undoubtedly be questioned severely 

about the truthfulness of his statement on his return but for the moment he has forced them to 

admire his worth and silenced their criticism of his laziness.  

 

The man introducing as a snake-charmer somehow managed to dupe them pretending that he 

had a skill to seize the reptile. The people were so gullible that Dasa easily became the hero of 

the day. Pretending that he had caught the venomous reptile and put it into a pot, He snatched 

Undue respect from the hypochondriac mother. the old man inflicted his fool audience and 

became detracted later when the real cobra came out of the hole. 

 

So A snake in the Grass is a blend of hypocrisy, superstition and reality. This is one of the 

Narayan‟s masterpieces and depicts some humble elements of a middle class house has been the 

fairest one and the author‟s creative energies is flamed with unprecedented brilliancy. The 

imaginary situation has become as original as ever done for a literary text because of his talent 

which is indispensable to art worthy of fame. Read More Short Stories He propagated the 
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logic of lingual artfulness to arrest the reader‟s attention. He believed in inspiration 

unreservedly and vehemently accepted the value of referring to the ordinary business of life for 

his material in order to make the piece interesting. Imagination, passion, inspiration and 

working of the mind are the most interesting materials in it. So the piece is one of the valuable 

works of the author. It is short and a few occasions are arranged but interesting for its 

placidness and reality It bears the credit of well-readability. Read More Short Stories Dasa, 

the old but clever servant, tricks his employers-a mother and her four sons- into thinking that he 

has caught a cobra for which the family has been searching in the garden all day.  Earlier in the 

day, the family had accused the servant of being lazy and not cutting the grass.  They had spent 

the entire afternoon frantically searching for the snake. 

 

The irony comes from the servant, who is probably very lazy, amusingly tricking the family 

into thinking that he has done what they spent all afternoon trying to do.  In addition, he saves 

his job because the family had threatened  to fire him if the snake was not found. Shrewdly, he 

has outwitted them all with his pretense of the snake in the jar. The irony at the end of the story 

is that the family is planning to reward Dasa when he has in fact lied and endangered them, thus 

deserving no reward and thus making himself the "snake in the grass" who turns on them. 

 

Dasa has supposedly caught the snake in a water pot, which is sealed with a slab of stone. Dasa 

claims that he caught the cobra in the pot and is taking it to the snake charmer.  The old servant 

claims that he saw the cobra peering out of the pot, and he sealed up the pot before the snake 

could get out. Read More Short Stories The family believes that they have misjudged the old 

servant, and now, they have to compliment and reward him for finding the snake and trapping 

it. Quite proud of himself, he tells the family “Don‟t call me an idler hereafter.” The mother is 

satisfied, and Dasa, the old servant, becomes the hero of the day.  As he leaves to take the snake 

to the charmer, the family decides to give him a reward. 
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3.  A Day's Wait -  Ernest Hemingway 
The story opens as a father discovers that his 9-year-old boy, Schatz, has a fever. The father 

sends for the doctor and he diagnoses a mild case of influenza. As long as the fever doesn‟t go 

above 104 degrees, the doctor says, the boy will be fine, and he leaves three different types of 

medication for the father to administer with instructions for each. Schatz‟s temperature is 

determined to be 102 degrees. 

When the doctor leaves, the father reads to Schatz from a book about pirates, but the boy is not 

paying attention and is staring fixedly at the foot of the bed. His father suggests he try to get 

some sleep, but Schatz says he would rather be awake. He also says that his father needn‟t stay 

in the room with him if he is bothered. His father says he isn‟t bothered, and after giving him 

his 11 o‟clock dose of medication, the father goes outside. 

It is a wintry day with sleet frozen onto the countryside, and the father takes the family‟s Irish 

setter out hunting along a frozen creek bed. Both man and dog fall more than once on the ice 

before they find a covey of quail and kill two. The father, pleased with his exploits, returns to 

the house. 

Upon returning home, he finds that Schatz has refused to let anyone into his room because he 

doesn‟t want anyone else to catch the flu. The father enters anyway and finds the boy still 

staring at the foot of the bed. He takes Schatz‟s temperature and finds it 102, as before. He tells 

Schatz his temperature is fine, and not to worry. Schatz says he‟s not worrying, but he is 

thinking. When the father gives Schatz his medication, Schatz asks if he thinks the medication 

will help, and the father answers affirmatively. 

After attempting to interest Schatz in the pirate book and failing, the father pauses, whereupon 

Schatz asks him when the father thinks Schatz will die. It emerges that Schatz has heard at 

school in France that no one can live with a temperature above 44, so Schatz thinks he is sure to 

die with a temperature of 102. He has been waiting to die all day. 

After the father explains the difference between Fahrenheit and Celsius, Schatz relaxes, letting 

go of his iron self-control and the next day he allows himself to get upset over little things. 

ANALYSIS 

“A Day‟s Wait” deals with the familiar Hemingway theme of heroic fatalism or fatalistic 

heroism, namely courage in the face of certain death. It is a testament to Hemingway‟s skill and 

his dedication to this theme that he can make fatalistic heroes out of 9-year-old boys as easily as 

out of middle-aged has-been prizefighters on the run from gangsters and 76-year-old Spanish 

war refugees. The tragedy in this story is not, of course, that the hero Schatz is doomed, but that 

he believes himself to be doomed when he is in fact fine. 

Schatz‟s heroism is quietly but strikingly demonstrated in his words and actions over his day‟s 

wait. The most dramatic manifestation of Schatz‟s heroism is the difference between his 

demeanor during the day described by the story and his demeanor the next day. The narrator 

says “He was evidently holding tight onto himself about something” before the father goes out 

hunting, and when Schatz realizes he will be fine, “The hold over himself relaxed too, finally, 
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and the next day it was very slack and he cried very easily at little things that were of no 

importance.” The little boy is stoic in the face of what he believes will be certain death; he holds 

his emotions in with iron self-control all day, and even suggests that his father leave the room if 

he is distressed to see his son dying. He also forbids anyone to come into his room out of 

concern for their health, even though by doing so he condemns himself to die alone. 

Aside from Schatz‟s own behavior, the other element of the story that makes Schatz‟s heroism 

striking is the behavior of his father, which unintentionally worsens Schatz‟s mental turmoil. 

Shortly after Schatz suggests that his father need not stay with him if the spectacle of his son‟s 

death will bother him, the father leaves the house for hours to enjoy himself in the winter 

sunshine with the family dog, a gun, and a covey of quail. The juxtaposition of the father‟s 

enjoyment with Schatz‟s self-controlled, tragic, and solitary stoicism sharpens the reader‟s 

sense of Schatz‟s heroism. 

Most Hemingway scholars believe the narrator of this story, though unnamed, is actually Nick 

Adams, Hemingway‟s semi-autobiographical character who appears in a series of stories. 

Hemingway‟s official biographer Carlos Baker was the first to make this claim, and the fact that 

original manuscripts for “Fathers and Sons,” one of Hemingway‟s confirmed Nick Adams 

stories, calls Adams‟s boy “Schatz” seems to clinch the mater. 
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